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Editorial

Exploring the basic mechanisms in Cystic Fibrosis: Promoting data
presentation and discussion at the 16th ECFS Basic Science
ConferenceR
1. Background
Thirty years ago, the identiﬁcation and sequencing of the
CFTR gene enabled the unraveling of the pathogenesis of cystic
ﬁbrosis and has paved the way for targeting the root cause of the
disease [1–3]. This has stimulated tremendous interdisciplinary
research efforts, which has led in recent years to signiﬁcant
progress in CF precision medicine. These efforts have improved
our basic understanding in several branches of biology, going
far beyond CFTR, with results from this community paving the
way in other pathologies. In the CF research community, various
disciplines come together, including genetics, physiology, biochemistry, molecular biology, biophysics, immunology, microbiology and
pharmacology. The ECFS Basic Science Conference (BSC), which has
been held every year since 2004, constitutes a key event for the
CF research community, allowing deep discussions around topical
subjects and fostering basic CF-related research in Europe and
beyond. Despite enormous progress, important challenges remain,
and the BSC is a perfect venue to identify critical issues and
facilitate collaborations, especially through informal discussions
between senior investigators and young scientists.
Two years ago, the 14th ECFS BSC was held in Albufeira, Portugal, 19 March-A1 April 2017, and a ﬁrst Special Issue of the Journal of Cystic Fibrosis Basic Science Supplement, made CF research
discussed there accessible to the broader CF community and beyond. This issue gathered articles authored by renowned experts
in the ﬁeld, providing summaries on the core content of the conference and on recent highlights and breakthroughs in basic and
translational CF research. Given the interest raised by this initiative, a second special issue has been prepared for disseminating
topical issues presented at the 16th ECFS Basic Science Conference,
held in Dubrovnik, Croatia, 27–30 March 2019. The program of this
conference, in line with the previous ones, was based on single
session symposia, covering multiple aspects of CF research and two
keynote lectures opening and closing the event. A pre-conference
seminar, organized by European CF patient organizations and
chaired by Bertrand Kleizen and David N. Sheppard, was devoted
to a discussion around the new insights gained on the CFTR structure and function and implications for the development of modulators. The articles included in this special issue are intended to give
a succinct summary of the core content of the conference and to
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identify potential avenues on key issues and challenges to further
develop transformative therapies for all patients with CF.

2. CFTR: from genetics to structure, function, regulation and
modulation
The development of CFTR modulators, culminating with the
latest promising data of triple combination therapies (TCTs)
[4–6] (with the approval of Vertex Trikafta by the FDA and the
submission of a Marketing Approval Application of the same
TCT to the EMA), has signiﬁcantly changed the landscape for CF
treatment. It became clear from data gathered from recent studies
that most of the pathogenic CFTR variants confer numerous and
complex abnormalities, highlighting the need to view CF precision
therapeutics from an updated perspective [7,8]. In return, it has
also been observed that modulators may have an effect on a
broad range of variants and disease subcategories. Hence, it is
now obvious that the vast majority of patients with CF should
beneﬁt from modulator therapy, combining drugs with different
activities and targeting different sites, probably acting via allosteric
interaction [9].
The article by Cutting and Sharma [10] traces the rich history
of genetics and genomics applied to CF since the discovery of
the CFTR gene thirty years ago and describes the efforts made
via extensive studies to link the consequences of the numerous
variants (missense, non-sense, frame shift, canonical splice site) on
disease susceptibility including evaluation of CFTR function and response to modulators. Among others, it highlights that even minor
improvements in CFTR function for patients with severe CF disease
may lead to signiﬁcant clinical changes. This review also reports on
new perspectives, generated using genomic approaches, to evaluate
the effect of genetic and environmental modiﬁers as determinants
of phenotype variability. In line with this review, two other articles
by Paranjapye and colleagues [11] and by Chevalier and Hinzpeter
[12] illustrate how genetic variations within and outside the CFTR
locus, revealed by the use of cutting-edge techniques of functional
genomics, contribute to the variability of the disease severity.
These involve cis-regulatory elements acting on the gene transcription level, various modiﬁer genes, as well as complex alleles,
deﬁned by the presence of at least two variations on the same
CFTR allele. These studies have the potential to result in the development of speciﬁc diagnostic tools and personalized therapies,
as well as to aid the identiﬁcation of novel therapeutic targets.
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Challenges remain in the therapeutic area, especially as i)
CFTR modulators are not available for all CFTR mutations; and ii)
modulators with greater eﬃcacy are required to prevent disease
progression. The success of the most recently evaluated Vertex
drug, Trikafta, may go some way towards the goal of disease
prevention, at least when people with CF are treated from a young
age, but data about the long-term beneﬁts and consequences
are not yet available. Understanding the molecular basis of the
impact of mutations and modulators on CFTR folding, structure
and function will provide the foundation on which more eﬃcient
or alternative therapeutic approaches may be built.
A ﬁrst article by Kleizen and colleagues [13] features the discussions held at the Pre-Conference Seminar, which was organized
by the national patients organizations. It describes how combined
efforts from structural biology and electrophysiology may allow
better understanding of CFTR’s structure-function relationships
and the impact of disease-causing mutations and drugs. This ﬁeld
of research has unquestionably beneﬁted from the formidable
advances offered by cryo-electron microscopy, which recently
suggested a potential binding site for ivacaftor [14]. However,
work is still needed to cover the full, dynamical conformational
landscape of the CFTR protein at the atomic resolution level,
particularly regarding the different conformations of the active WT
CFTR protein and of mutated proteins as well as addressing the
comprehensive mapping of modulator-binding sites and modulator
mechanisms of action.
A second article by Bose and colleagues [15] highlights the
potential of single-molecule studies in understanding the effect
of mutations and modulators on NBD1 co-translational folding as
well as on the folding of transmembrane helical hairpins. These
fundamental investigations of the folding mechanisms (also see
[16,17] for recent articles published in the ﬁeld) and of CFTR
thermodynamics stability (also see [18] for a recent advance in
the ﬁeld) might lead to important mechanism-based therapeutic
avenues targeting CFTR and other folding disorders. This review
also clearly indicates how high-resolution single-channel recording
on CFTR from different species provides insightful information to
help understand critical sequence-structure-function relationships,
with practical outcomes on the suitability of CF animal models
for pharmacological studies using CFTR modulators. Finally, the
article also sheds light on the emergence of co-potentiators, acting
synergistically and restoring therapeutically relevant levels of
activity to rare CF mutations.
CFTR belongs to a wide, dynamic network of interactions, called
the CFTR functional landscape or CFTR social network, intervening
on the synthesis, folding, stability, traﬃcking and function of
the protein. The article by Amaral and colleagues [19], describes
how genetic variations impact on the ability of CFTR to interact
with this network and how this network can be modulated to
rescue the defects associated with the most frequent CFTR variant
(F508del). Focus on this CFTR “regulome” will generate novel
important insights which will facilitate identiﬁcation of novel
therapeutic targets. This will be of particular relevance to patients
carrying CFTR genotypes that are not responsive to CFTR-directed
approaches [20], and deepen our understanding of how these
interactions shape CFTR fate in the cell [21,22].
3. Beyond CFTR: the epithelial channelome
In addition to CFTR, focus has been given to other ion channels–
including the epithelial Na+ channel (ENaC), Cl− channels TMEM16A
and SLC26A9 as well as the H+ / K+ -ATPase ATP12A–as they can be
considered as alternative targets. Such channels may be the targets
of CFTR mutation-agnostic therapeutic strategies, and potentially
compensate for CFTR dysfunction by improving surface hydration
and pH regulation in the airways. Numerous abstracts related
to the study of these actors of the epithelial channelome were

presented at the conference, either at the level of a dedicated symposium, in the poster sessions or within the ECFS Basic Science
Working group chaired by Margarida Amaral and Jeff Beekman.
The article by Quesada and Dutzler [23] summarizes the current
knowledge acquired on the structure-function relationships of the
chloride channels TMEM16A and SLC26A9, as well as synthetic
anionophores, which can form lipid-soluble complexes allowing
chloride and bicarbonate shuttling across membranes. The interest
in such molecules as part of a therapeutic strategy in CF was
recently supported by the demonstration that amphotericin, an
antifungal medication that forms non-selective ion-passing pores,
restores ion transport and antibacterial defenses when tested in
vitro and in an in vivo animal model of the disease [24,25].
4. The airway epithelium and CF model systems
Lung pathology progression and disease severity in CF is linked
to pathological remodeling of the airway epithelium. The article
by Barbry and colleagues [26] gives an overview of the current
knowledge on the mechanisms regulating airway epithelial cell
regeneration and repair, which is a multi-step process leading
to the redifferentiation of progenitor cells into all cell types
contributing to the function of the normal epithelia. The article
especially focuses on pulmonary ionocytes and deuterosomal cells,
two recently described airway cell types identiﬁed by powerful
single-cell RNA-sequencing techniques and suggested to have great
relevance for CF [27–29]. The authors list an ensemble of future
directions that need to be explored in order to specify the role of
these cells and others in the homeostasis of normal and CF airway
epithelium. They highlight the importance of the “omics” approach
in understanding the mechanisms of airway epithelial repair in an
integrative way.
Many efforts have been undertaken in the CF ﬁeld to generate
animal models lacking functional CFTR, yielding information on
the mechanisms of pathogenesis, with organ-speciﬁc differences to
the human CF phenotype [30]. Representative libraries of patientspeciﬁc epithelial cell models are developed for disease modeling,
preclinical testing of drug response, and biobanking for future drug
discovery. Cell models can be derived from embryonic stem cells
(ESCs), induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) and tissue-resident
stem cells ASCs (Adult Stem Cells). While the different models, detailed in several recent reviews (e.g. [31,32]) have been discussed
at the conference, the article by de Poel and colleagues [33] focuses on the interest of ASC-based intestinal organoids, used in the
Dutch Rainbow and European HIT-CF projects, enabling CF disease
classiﬁcation, drug development and personalized treatment optimization, considering the clinical heterogeneity among CF patients.
5. Genetic therapies for CF
While genetic therapies have faced challenges associated with
gene delivery and expression persistence of CFTR over time, related to mucociliary barriers in the CF airways, novel technologies
have generated new ways to address these issues [34,35]. There
are numerous approaches in development, which were widely
debated at the conference, in particular related to CFTR mRNA
therapy and CRISPR gene editing, with the possibility of editing
epithelial progenitor cells. The article by Boyd and colleagues
[36] more speciﬁcally focuses on the potential of ENaC siRNA
targeting and antisense oligonucleotide approaches to CF therapy,
as well as those offered by plasmid-mediated therapies using viral
or non-viral liposomal vectors, with initial data highlighting a favorable effect of gene therapy on the modulation of lung function.
Questions remain relative to the challenges of delivery and to the
cell-types which have to be targeted in the epithelium for such
genetic therapies, given that the airway epithelium contains high
and low-CFTR expressing cells, each playing distinct roles in the
physiology and protection from infection [26,37].
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6. Host-microbe and microbe-microbe interactions in CF
In 2018, the ECFS Basic Science pre-conference symposium
focused on the lung and gut microbiome and the clinical implications for CF from data generated by new and innovative
technologies, and the question was raised how to standardize
operating procedures and guidelines for microbiome analysis [38].
In this issue, the article by Armbruster and colleagues [39] –
summarizing the dedicated symposium of the 2019 BSC–brings an
interesting perspective on how the host nutritional environment
inﬂuences microbial pathogenesis and feeds back into hostmicrobe and microbe-microbe interactions, how these intervene
on antimicrobial susceptibility of bacterial bioﬁlms, and how the
immune response may drive changes in microbiota composition.
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7. Concluding remarks
Recent advances in basic and translational CF research have
been described in the concise review articles presented in this
special issue related to the 16th ECFS Basic Science Conference.
Other topics also warrant mention including mucociliary transport (MCT) and mucociliary clearance (MCC) and the key role
that mucus and mucins play in airways defense [40]. This topic
was addressed at the Conference through the presentation by
Michael Welsh, who described the in vivo imaging assay of MCT in
newborn pigs [41]. Another topic related to mucus obstruction is
that of the chronic, non-resolving inﬂammation, which remains a
key issue for lung disease severity and progression in CF patients
[42,43]. Finally, the reviews presented here essentially focus on
novel results, directions and challenges remaining in the CF ﬁeld.
However, remarkable improvements in health outcomes for people
with CF, especially the recent development of CFTR modulator
triple drug combinations, have been made possible by a highly
committed and interdisciplinary CF research community.
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